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  Background: 
 

The underlying vision of the SDG Stakeholder Forum, convened by the Department of 
Communications, Climate Action and the Environment (DCCAE), is to be "a mechanism for all 
stakeholders to discuss national implementation and reporting processes, share examples of best 
practice in implementing the SDGs, and discuss challenges to achieving the SDGs and to be informed 
of SDG relevant events and processes taking place internationally". 

(The SDGs were part of Resolution 70/1 of the United Nations General Assembly: "Transforming our 
World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development".) 

 

 

This was the third National Stakeholder Forum, attended by over 200 people from the NGO 
community, other civil society groups, the private sector, the trade union movement, agricultural 
sector, youth, education, government departments and local government. 

The forum was facilitated by a team led by Chris Chapman from The Change Exploratory. Other 
team members were Eimear McNally (graphic harvester with a background in Development 
Education), Davie Philip (Cultivate and Cloughjordan Ecovillage) and Martin Hawkes (Burrenbeo 
Trust and Terenure Sustainable Energy Community).   Images from the graphic harvest are 
included as Appendix Two to this report. 

 
This agenda of the forum has been included in this report as Appendix One.  The day was split into 
presentations in the morning (links are in Appendix One) and workshop discussions in the afternoon.  
Workshop discussions addressed three topics 

 
A. Implementation of the SDG Champions Programme 
B. Development of a National SDG Awareness Campaign 
C. Development of the Forum’s Work Programme for 2019 / 2020 

 
Reports on these discussions form the main part of this report. 

 



A: Call for SDG Champions 

At the beginning of the Forum, the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment, 
Richard Bruton TD launched the call for expressions of interest to take part in Ireland’s 2019/2020 SDG 
Champions Programme.  The Forum also heard a presentation in the morning from Anneleen 
Malesevic of SDG Voices in Belgium on their Champions Programme.  (Presentation available here )  

(The aim of the Champions programme is to both raise awareness of the SDGs and to demonstrate, 
through the example of the Champions' engagement with sustainable development, that everyone in 
society can make a contribution to achieving the 17 Goals.) 

(Interested organisations are requested to submit a short application to SDGsIRL@DCCAE.gov.ie before 
close of business on Thursday 28th February 2019.) 

In the workshop section of the day, participants were asked 3 sets of questions in relation to the SDG 
Champions Programme: 

1. What advice do you have for the people who will be selecting and inducting champions ? 
What spread of organisations should be considered ? 

2. What advice would you offer to the champions themselves ? What are the key messages 
that they should be communicating ? 

3. What is your top, most important message in relation to the SDG Champions 
Programme? 

Full details of responses to these questions are given on the following pages 

 
 

Summary of key points fed back re SDG Champions 

 Ensure the range of champions is seen to be diverse, inclusive of different sections of 
society and showing a demonstrable commitment to ‘leaving no-one behind’.  Include a 
balance of new voices and people with an established track record in the area.  Also, balance 
local and national focus. 
 

 Make sure organisations are realistic about the level of commitment and resources that will 
be required to be an SDG Champion and the extent of communications strategies that will 
be required to make impact. 
 

 Support everyone involved to appreciate the interconnectedness of SDG’s 
 

 Look for opportunities for SDG Champions to work together, learn together and achieve 
synergies 
 

 Look for opportunities for ‘ordinary people’ to be inspired with calls to achievable actions 
that link to everyday life.  (The model of ‘Operation Transformation’ was frequently 
mentioned). 

 



1. What advice do you have for the people who will be selecting and inducting champions ? 
What spread of organisations should be considered ? 

 
□ Make sure the selection panel is broad 
□ Be open and transparent with the process 
□ Only groups who have produced a sustainable product – authentic - no vested interests – 

Beware greenwashing 
□ Very widely representative – credible voices of the people – a variety of skillsets – 

diversity and balance – young people prominent – multi-cultural 
□ All groups actively thinking about leaving no-one behind 
□ Knowledge and grassroots reach, not just brand – people who can reach target audiences 

– people adept with social media 
□ Organisations where top level support is evident 
□ Groups that link to everyday life 
□ Look for passion, innovation and facilitation skills + practical ideas 
□ Combination of new voices (unusual suspects) and people with long track record 

(recognise prior achievement, don’t re-invent wheel) 
□ Small local, as well as big multipliers – leaders in their sectors – people who can feedback 

realities to government 
□ People who link sectors 
□ Formal and Informal education 
□ Capacity to reach a lot of people – national, regional and local – a tiered approach 
□ Cover all 17 SDG’s 
□ People who will bring fresh perspectives, farmers, media, finance, youth, migrants, 

business, trades unions, tidy towns, womens’ groups, PPN’s, sports, universities, active 
age, theatre, transport companies, joe.ie, dept of health, food co-ops, ibec, isme, 
Cloughjordan eco-village, Comhairle na nÓg etc 

□ People committed to participate in an overall PR campaign – make sure people appreciate 
commitment involved 

□ Could it be ordinary people ? (like Operation Transformation) 
□ Could there be one Councillor or senior manager champion in each local authority ? 

Someone on each Leader Board ? 
□ Could there be a Champion of the Champions, giving profile to the whole programme ? 

Celebrity endorsement ? 
□ Someone for each SDG 
□ Provide an induction training workshop, including communications and events experts 

 
□ Government leadership is important - Remember Government Ministers should be 

champions too – there should be a visible champion in each government department 



 

2. What advice would you offer to the champions themselves ? What are the key messages 
that they should be communicating ? 

 
□ Be aware of commitment involved and make sure your organisation is backing you 
□ Lead by example. – Be visible 
□ Be very inclusive – ‘Leave no-one behind’ - ‘everyone can effect change’ – a responsibility 

for everyone 
□ Prioritise realistic goals - Pick 3 projects and finish them – calls to action- actions bring 

hope, small things matter, be specific re deliverables – don’t over-complicate 
□ Set sectoral targets for 2030 + communicate importance for future generations 
□ Use logos and badges – consistent key messages 
□ Know what you are talking about – audit current position – train - emphasise win-win’s 

‘good for everyone’ 
□ Know your impact – highlight successes, Celebrate and show others how they can be 

involved – tell stories – go multi-media 
□ Build on work of champions who have gone before (also learn from failures !) 
□ Understand ‘nudge’ theory ! – communicate possibility – link awareness to action 
□ Listen 
□ Follow best practices + seek to innovate 
□ Tailor messages to audiences – keep it real, linked to everyday life and lifestyle choices – 

find real people, local champions, empower – personal stories of ‘why’ 
□ Make sure communications have a wide reach 
□ Run events to communciate 
□ Make use of resources (toolkits etc) that are there and seek to act as a multiplier 
□ Make sure you get training to understand how all the SDG’s are linked and systemic in 

nature – don’t treat the Goals as silos 
□ Find synergies between goals and link with other champions – network 
□ “It’s in us, on us and around us” – connect existing work to SDGs, mainstream the agenda 
□ Don’t limit your ambitions, be brave – there is an urgency, especially with climate action 
□ Enable people to deepen their appreciation of Goals, beyond basic awareness 
□ Link in with existing Communities of Interest, give recognition, encourage collaboration 

and alliances – look for who can support you – use community channels 
□ Have a ‘Make Off’ creating things from random rubbish 
□ Think of ‘Common Good’ and be mindful of your own agenda – ‘one plan that unites the 

world’ 
□ Empower communities, show them how they can get involved and encourage public 

discourse, provoke conversations 
□ Balance domestic and international, local and the whole world. 
□ Don’t be too diplomatic 
□ Give Feedback and rewards 
□ Measure progress, develop specific understandable KPI’s, show outcomes. 
□ Be resilient, look after yourself. 
□ Don’t give up. You are not alone. 



 

3. What is your top, most important message in relation to the SDG Champions 
Programme? 

 
□ Tell people what the SDG’s are ! 
□ There is data and reports on everything, just do something, get on with it 
□ Believe that you can do something achievable and actionable with integrated thinking 
□ Small behaviour adoptions can have impact 
□ This work is not without costs. Make it easier for organisations to engage by putting 

adequate resources and support in place. Proper incentives. Funding needed to enable 
collaboration. 

□ Highlight existing champions – build on what exists 
□ Beware gatekeepers who can prevent direct participation of all parts of society 
□ Get famous faces to endorse this work 
□ Be above politics 
□ Inclusiveness for all groups (whatever pillar they are in) – Leave no-one behind and reach 

out to those already furthest behind – who is not at the table ? 
□ Build trust 
□ Follow your passion 
□ Reach out to achieve consensus – we are in it together – collaboration 
□ Lead by example 
□ Lead from within, rather than above 
□ Consistent communication and branding at a variety of levels – use SDG symbols 
□ Make sure people get interconnection between Goals 
□ Urgency re action for 2030 – a national effort needed, where everyone has something to 

offer and can benefit from outcomes 
□ Emphasise sustainability is good for business and mission fulfilment – good for us all 
□ Include small business 
□ Ensure standards for tools and training 
□ Getting rid of plastic cups as a gateway to other things 
□ Champions are facilitators, government still has lead responsibility 
□ Engage with influencers 
□ Give practical advice and actions people can go away and do – Operation Transformation 

model 
□ Encourage ripple effects and working together 
□ Track data and share simply 
□ Think global, act local 
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Facilitator Conclusions re SDG Champions Programme 
 
Overall, the Proposal for an SDG Champions Programme was responded to positively.  The first 
reactions of 83 participants from the Stakeholder Forum, having heard the presentation from Belgium, 
are recorded in the wordcloud below. 
 

 
 
The potential complexity of a diverse range of champions deploying a wide variety of actions across 17 
interconnected SDGs is considerable.  In order for the complexity of the programme to not become 
overwhelming, it will be particularly important for Champions to co-ordinate, to work and learn 
together, to keep their activities relatable for ordinary people and to keep them aligned within an 
overall ‘brand’ for work on SDGs in Ireland. 
 
The learning from Belgium is that a wide variety of stakeholders maximizes the potential for 
experimentation and the finding of effective approaches for different audiences. 
 
The concerns raised from Ireland include that the Government might use the Champions Programme 
as cover for not taking more leadership itself and / or that some potential champions might engage in 
‘greenwashing’ and not be fully committed to the SDGs. 
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B: National Awareness Campaign  

The second item considered in workshops was the topic of a National Awareness Campaign. 

Participants were asked 5 questions: 

1. Which campaigns do you think it is most useful for us to learn from ? 
2. What are the two key things that we should learn from those campaigns ?  (effective ways of 

raising public awareness) 
3. What will be the most effective ways to foster buy-in ? 
4. What everyday actions should be most featured ? 
5. What is the top message you would like to pass on to the people working on the National 

Awareness Campaign ? 

Full details of responses to these questions are given on the following pages. 

 
 

Summary of Key Points in relation to National Awareness Campaign 

 The campaigns which participants felt were most useful to learn from were ones with 
diverse stakeholder involvement and making extensive use of storytelling (e.g. Marriage 
Equality, Repeal the 8th, Road Safety and Operation Transformation). 
 

 The campaign features that people found most effective were:  
 
- Inclusivity, using a diversity of real people and real stories 
- Simplicity / accessibility 
- Positivity / optimism 
- An orientation towards action 

 
 Buy-in was seen as being most effectively fostered by: 

 
- Celebrations, based on personal stories 
- Elements of competition / use of incentives 
- Promoting benefits for all and the relationship between SDG’s and daily life 
- Working with younger people / schools / early years 

 
 There was no clear focus re which everyday actions should be the most featured.  It seemed 

important to show that there were very many diverse ways of making a contribution. 
 

 People wanted to see Government leading by example. 
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1. Which campaigns do you think it is most useful for us to learn from ? 
 

From 28 groups of people: 
 

11mentioned Marriage Equality (grassroots storytelling, relatable, inclusivity and action) 

7 mentioned Repeal the 8th
 

6 mentioned Road Safety Campaigns 
 

5 mentioned Operation Transformation 
 

4 mentioned Anti-smoking, Tidy Towns and the Wild Atlantic Way 
 

3 mentioned Blue Planet / Sky Oceans(strong visuals), Brexit, Conscious Cup, Don’t be Dick, Power 
of One and the Recycling Ambassador Programme 

 
2mentioned Climate Ambassadors, Green Flag, Irish Water rollout (learn from mistakes) #MeToo, 
One Big Switch and the Plastic bag ban 

 
Also mentioned once each were Benchmark Social Welfare Rates, Carbon Monoxide  
advertisement Chewing gum, Childrens’ Referendum, Civil Rights / MLK Community Games (Aldi) 
Cúl Camps, Doritos / Pepsi (make your own video), Drink Driving, Earth Day, Earth Hour, 
Earthquake drills, Eco-Unesco awards, Fairtrade, Farming community, Foróige, Fossil Fuel 
Divestment, Friday school strikes, Gillet Jaune, ‘Go Noodle’ website for kids Green Ribbon 
Campaign, Greenway, Healthy Ireland, Hubub (UK), Humans of New York, Icebucket challenge, 
Iceland Palm Oil, Kerrylife project, Leave nobody behind, Leave no Trace, Leeds by Example, Live 
Aid (bad – no prolonged engagement) Meetup.com, Million Dollar Catch, Nationwide, Nature for 
all (use of scientific evidence), Origin Green, Participatory Budgeting Pieta House Darkness into 
Light, Plastic free Kinsale, Raise the Roof, Recycling in Schools (student-led), Saorview, Scouts, SDG 
buses in Germany, Smoking ban, Sparkchange.ie, Start up weekend, Vegan, Vietnam 7 day SDG 
challenge, Voice, Waste Campaign (bad – expensive and no follow up), Womens’ March and Zero 
waste festivals / movement 
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2. What are the two key things we should learn from those campaigns ? (effective ways of 

raising public awareness) 
 
(where something came up in more than one group, the number of times it came up is in brackets) 

 
Accessible (2) * Action (3) * Brand * Buses, a captive audience  *  Buy-in from community, 
seeing others on journey (2)   *  Celebrating success   *  Challenging stereotypes *   Clear and 
direct * Consistency * Continuity * Conversation-making (2) *  Cost not only measure *  Fun 
GAA * Grassroots * Habit forming * Healthy Competition * Inclusive (3) * Individual * 
Interactive * Intergenerational  *  Legacy  *  Lessons learnt  *  Longevity  *  Mainstream  * 
Making the world better for future generations * Measurable (2) * Misinformation is worse * 
Multi-level *  Multi-media / lots of platforms  *  Multi-stakeholder  *  Not telling people what to 
do * Personal (2) * Positive (3) * Power of the millennials *  Practical pathways *  Real people, 
real stories (3) * Recognising what already done * Scientific back up * Segmentable * Sense of 
tipping point * Simple (3) * Single message * Small number of goals * Social acceptability * 
Social influence * Social marketing *  encouraging word of mouth  *  Story-based (2)  * 
Supporting champions * Sustained engagement * Tangible units of change *  Tapping into 
common human values * Training journalists * Trusted people * Using ambassadors * Using 
schools to influence community * Virality (2) * Visual 

 
3. What will be the most effective ways to foster buy-in ? 

 
(where something came up in more than one group, the number of times it came up is in brackets) 

 
 
Accessible information * Achievable targets * Arts * Awards and plaques *  Bringing 
stakeholders into decision-making early * Celebrating (4) * Celebrity Integration * Citizens’ 
Assembly * Collective conscience * Community campaigns * Community ownership * 
Competition (e.g. Tidy Towns) (4) * Connecting to values * Conversations * Early years 
education (2)  *  Emotion  *  Empathy  *  Empowering  *  Friendly competitions  *   Fun  * 
Grants * Grassroots engagement * Heathy rivalry  *  Honest, no gimmicks  *  How individuals 
can contribute *  Incentives (3)  *  Inclusivity  *  Influencers (2)  *  Inviting others to share  * 
Joint initiatives * Local action (2) * Make it cool * Make it easy * Meaningful * Measurable 
efforts * Measurement * Mechanisms for continuing dialogue * Media (2) * Nudge theory * 
Overarching goals    *   Pathways to action    * Peer pressure between businesses   *  Personal 
gain, rewards * Personal stories (4) * Plain English (2) * Presidential recognition * Pride * 
Promote benefits for all (3) * Real life, daily tasks (2) * Recognition * Relatable actions * 
Relatable Champions * Right mix of stakeholders in room * SDG’s in Education (2) * Simplicity* 
Social unacceptability of doing otherwise * Spaces for communities to share expertise and 
learnings *   Speaking to values   * Start young (2) * Story telling (2) * Success stories (2) * 
Support and resources for champions * Teachers are key * Viral campaign * Visuals * Water 
fountains on street * (the) Why * 
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4. What everyday actions should be most featured ? 

 
(where something came up in more than one group, the number of times it came up is in brackets) 

 
Business purchasing * Celebration of achievements *  Champions  *  Community led assessment 
of local priorities * Commuting * Conscious consumption (food, packaging, fairtrade) * Co-ops 
* Cups * Cycling * Dancing * Diet * Dreaming * Eating * Energy saving (2) * Everyday 
contexts * Food * Friendly competition * Giving to people * Good habits in workplaces and 
schools * Government supporting citizen led initiatives * Health and wellbeing, getting active * 
Home based solutions * How to pitch the message * Interactions * Leave no one behind * 
Local authority plans * Local spaces for activists to come together * Making the right thing to do 
easy * National Day of Action on SDGs * One minute stopping and thinking on SDGs after the 
Angelus (2) * Planting * Playing * Poverty * Power of collective * Practical steps to mitigation 
* Praise the do-ers  *  Public transport  *  Recycling  * Reducing consumption *  Refusing things 
* Repercussions for non-performers * Responsible consumption * Reusable coffee cups * SDG 
proofing legislation * Shampoo bars * Simple adaptation * Singing * Social buy-in / social 
norms * Stories * Supermarkets – choosing loose * Sustainable consumption * Talking to 
politicians * Things that make sense to ordinary communities * Thinking * Time bound actions 
* Transport * TV Programme – SDGs meet Operation Transformation * Volunteering (2) * 
Walking * Waste prevention * Water fountains * Water saving * Working * 
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5.  What is the top message you would like to pass on to the people working on the National 
Awareness Campaign ? 

 
□ Accessible, appealing to everyone (2) 
□ (Be) accurate 
□ Actions (speak louder than words) - Go do it ! 
□ Add section on SDGs to Code of Practice for Governance of State Bodies (URGENT) 
□ Behaviour focus (2) (are you with us ?) 
□ Benchmarking groups 
□ Bite size chunks, don’t overload with info 
□ (Be) Bold 
□ Business involvement, businesses as part of community 
□ Children 
□ Commitment for the long-term, 2050 not just 2030 
□ Community action will do it 
□ Deeper than just awareness, behaviour and engagement 
□ (support) Development Education 
□ Different campaigns for different audiences 
□ Dublin Bus to have SDG logo with no explanation to build mystery 
□ Energise people who have knowledge to share 
□ Everyday life - Every little helps 
□ Finance it 
□ Gathering people together 
□ Inclusive - Leave no-one behind - Whole of society 
□ Intergenerational campaigns 
□ International responsibility – things we can share with other countries 
□ Key people and everyday people 
□ Mainstreaming 
□ Leading by example + Practice what you preach (3) 
□ Listen to Forum 
□ Lots happening 
□ Mythbusters 
□ National Day 
□ Not forgetting most difficult goals 
□ Optimistic / positive (4) 
□ Personal + Relatable (3) 
□ Plain English (NALA) (2) 
□ Practical 
□ (Instill) Pride 
□ Resourcing 
□ Simple (4) 
□ Stories that show successes (2) 
□ Strategic 
□ Technology gaps 
□ Trust-building 
□ Visual information 
□ What’s in it for them 
□ Win / Win 
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Facilitator Conclusions re National Awareness Campaign 

 

Participants raised very many diverse ideas for what could be aspects of a National Awareness 
Campaign. 

The core message was that any campaign needs to be inclusive, accessible, positive and action-
oriented. 

The fact that the campaigns that most people thought were the richest sources of learning were the 
referendum campaigns (Marriage Equality and Repeal the 8th) is potentially challenging for 
government, as clearly they weren’t government campaigns as such.  One of the features they had that 
was particularly interesting was diverse younger people making their voices heard and influencing 
many in older generations.  Maybe a national SDG awareness campaign could be an opportunity for 
helping voices to be heard that tend not to be heard, particularly the voices of people who are already 
taking actions in support of the SDG’s that others could follow. 

One key question seems to be how can positive achievable actions in relation to one SDG be 
encouraged to be a gateway into greater awareness and actions across all 17 SDG’s, without the 
immensity and complexity of the challenges involved becoming overwhelming ?  This is something that 
the Forum is likely to need to come back to. 
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C: Work Programme for Forum 2019/2020 

The final opportunity in the workshops was for participants to make suggestions in relation to the 
Work Programme for the SDG National Stakeholder Forum for 2019/2020.  (The broad intention was 
that there should be 4 or 5 forum meetings per year) 

It had already been flagged for participants that: 

- There was an intention that the next forum meeting would include a substantial element 
on how reporting on SDGs works and can work. 

- It was anticipated that 1 or 2 topics would be covered in depth at each meeting 
- There was a need to fit the choice of topics with policy cycles to make conversations as 

useful as possible 
- There was an understanding that Forum Meetings should be designed so as to be useful for 

participants, as well as useful for Government 
- Any programme may be interrupted by elections 

Participants were asked to respond to 3 sets of questions: 

1. What topics do you think the forum shoud address ? (meaningful, useful and actionable 
ones….)  Which SDG’s should be particularly focused on ? 

2. What would make the forum most useful to you ? (to help you play your role in relation to 
SDG’s)  Are there any particular international speakers or models of best practice that you 
recommend the forum should look at ? 

3. What is the top message that you would like to give to those working on the Forum’s Work 
Programme ? 

Full details of responses to these questions are given on the following pages. 

 
 

Summary of key points in relation to Work Programme (and future forum meetings) 

 The potential topics that attracted most interest were: 
- Monitoring Information (inc reporting on progress on topics previously discussed) 
- Inclusion 
- SDG’s at a local level (inc partnerships and how to get community actions to spread) 

 
 Participants were keen to hear and learn from success stories / best practices 

 
 There is interest in developing an action group focus (i.e. not everyone has to talk about 

everything) 
 

 There was support for active networking and partnership building between participants 
(sharing contact lists relating to each SDG and creating more opportunities for 
information sharing, especially re where impact is being made) 
 

 There was support for active outreach to engage with groups not attending the forum. 
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1. What topics do you think the forum should address ? (meaningful, useful and actionable 
ones…) Which SDG’s should be particularly focused on ? 

 
From 24 groups of people: 

 
9 mentioned Monitoring information (social impact) (reporting progress and gap analysis) 

8 mentioned Social Inclusion / how to reach ‘at risk’ communities / reducing inequalities 

7 mentioned Local Community Actions /participation and taking actions to scale and 7 mentioned 
‘Partnerships’ 

 
6 mentioned Awareness and Engagement and 6 mentioned Sustainable (reinvigorated) 
Community (and Cities) 

 
5 mentioned Climate Action and 5 mentioned Poverty 

 
4 mentioned Education (inc equitable access), Housing, homelessness (and Power) and 
Responsible Consumption 

 
3 mentioned how the local and national connect 

 
2 mentioned Bio-diversity, Building regulations and land use, Circular economy, Gender Equality, 
Institutional leadership (Nordics) (and reform), Policy coherence, (a forum) Roadmap – an active 
plan, Work and economic growth 

 
2 drew attention to the need to Align the programme with the policy cycle (inc Voluntary National 
Reviews and High Level Political Forum ) 

 
Also mentioned were: Agriculture, Blockchain, Brand development, Champion Programme, 
Citizens Assembly, Dance, Degrowth, Embedding SDGs, Energy, Fairtrade, Food, Funding for SDGs, 
Health (mental and physical) (relationship between health and environment), Planet (all relevant 
SDG’s), Plastics, Priorities, Private sector, Prosperity, Science policy, Speed dating, Stakeholder 
Mapping, Synergies and incoherences, Technology and the SDGs, Transport, Youth representation 
And the need to always track the balance between social, economic and environmental. 
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2.  What would make the forum most useful to you ? (to help you play your role in relation 
to SDG’s ) Are there any particular international speakers or models of best practice that 
you recommend the forum should look at ? 

 
To make the forum most useful : 

 
Success Stories (mentioned 7 times) 

Action Groups (mentioned 5 times) 

Interactive, Investment (via PPNs ?), Regional Forums and Sharing learning (mentioned 3 times) 
 

Attendance / contact list showing which SDGs people connect to, Case Studies of who is having 
most impact for each SDG, Defined purpose for each forum, Engage ‘unusual suspects’ / 
diversity, (more) Information Sharing, inventory re what’s already happening, Policy coherence, 
Progress, , Questions and information beforehand Science based inputs (mentioned twice) 

 
(Also mentioned) Accessibility, Accountability from government, Apps, (more) brainstorming, 
(more) breakouts, celebration, (more) collaboration opportunities, (a) compliance tool, concrete 
examples, Continuity, CSO part of forum, Dedicated website, Facebook page, Goals / targets for 
each SDG, Governmental leadership, Grassroots, Guidelines, Helping each other with challenges, 
Honest dialogue between government and attendees, ‘How to’ guides, Implementation Plan, 
human library format, International best practices that can be adapted for Ireland, (an) 
international forum, Listening to people not there, Livefeed, Momentum, Networking 
opportunities, Outside Dublin, Outsider voices, participatory, partner with global compact, 
Platform to keep in touch between forums, Pledging action, Public Health link, Publicise 
outcomes, Results, SDGs as pedagogy, Sector specific forums, Showcasing work on a few SDGs, 
Smaller working groups, (curated) social media accounts building understanding, Speed dating 
within sectors, venues in exemplary companies / organisations, videos of success stories and 
youth 

 
Speakers : 

 
David Attenborough and Jeffrey Sachs, (mentioned 3 times) 

 
Businesses, Greta Thunberg, Identify who is missing from Forum and invite them, Makers of 
‘Demain’ and Mary Robinson (mentioned twice) 

 
(also mentioned) Alfie Marcus, David Donoghue, Dermot Bannon, (an) Economist, German 
speaker re VNR, (someone from) Haiti re Climate change, Jan Gehl, Jane Goodall, John Imes, 
Leonardo di Caprio, Local Heroes, Michael D, Naomi Klein, Queen Mathilde, Ryan Tubridy, Sabina 
Higgins, Sandra Cossart (Sherpa), Scientists, Tara Shine, UN speaker, WBCSD, World Economic 
Forum, Young Innovators, Zoe Devlin 

 
(also a note to beware conflicts of interest) 

 
Models of best practice : Aarhus Convention, City of Edmonton, Escazú Agreement, Ethiopia, 
German approach to Voluntary National Review, Rwanda, Singapore, Talanoa Dialogues, Tidy 
Towns (mentioned twice) 
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3. What is the top message that you would like to give to those working on the Forum’s 
Work Programme 

 
□ Accountability (shared), achievable goals 
□ Action – groups between meetings 
□ An Taoiseach to open Forum 
□ Behaviour change at community scale 
□ Bottom up planning 
□ Build change and alternatives, build knowledge re SDG’s, build partnerships 
□ Celebrate 
□ (follow through re) Champions 
□ Citizens Assembly 
□ Clearer advance briefs before forum meetings, inc re forum role 
□ Clear government expectations and leadership 
□ Clear demonstrable outcomes + Communicate specific results re the Forum to the public 
□ Consistent message - Simple messaging 
□ Continuity across elections 
□ Cost effectiveness 
□ Database re who is doing what + where impact is being made 
□ Define role of forum 
□ Dialogue between policymakers and NGOs / CSOs - Feeding into government programmes 
□ (SDG reports) Driving education 
□ Empowering initiatives to grow / Nurturing initiatives that can scale 
□ Engage with those not here / Inclusive - Reach out 
□ (more) facilitative meetings - Make it engaging 
□ Full day ? 
□ (include) Global aspects and interconnections 
□ Have a baseline and map out journey (programme by Q3 to 2030) 
□ ‘How to’ takeaways 
□ Inputs from diverse people 
□ Interdepartmental group to feed in - Policy coherence 
□ Knowledge share - Sharing best practices 
□ Listen more 
□ Local action, local ownership 
□ Local authority buy-in + PPN links 
□ Promote partnerships - Work together (inc outside of meetings) 
□ Sector specific actions 
□ Social media + a platform to communicate on 
□ (the) Spirit of SDG’s ? 
□ Steering Group 
□ Structure 
□ Themes rather than SDG’s 
□ Tracking progress on each SDG 
□ Transformative potential 
□ Transparency 
□ Use forum to address safely specific challenges 
□ Wellbeing & GAA 
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In the morning session of the Forum, participants had been asked what qualities they would like the 
Forum to have.  Responses from 132 participants are recorded in the wordcloud below: 

 

Facilitator Conclusions re Work Programme and Future Forum Meetings 
 
This forum meeting had a high level of engagement and commitment from over 200 people.  The 
topics discussed were broad (i.e. Champions, Awareness Campaign and Work Programme) and 
participants have given broad indications of the direction of travel that they would like to see. 
 
There was widespread recognition of, and support for, the importance of monitoring, which has 
been suggested as the lead topic for the next meeting. 
 
It is clear that participants want to see a clear link between future forum meetings and action - that 
they want more than just a talking shop.  In the first instance, this will mean developing effective 
mechanisms for monitoring and reviewing actions and effectiveness across the 17 SDGs.  
Additionally, participants repeatedly emphasised the importance of inclusion and no-one being left 
behind – success or otherwise in this regard will need to be one of the things that is monitored to 
ensure continual improvement. 
 
There is keen interest in the forum being used to share success stories and look at how success in 
one area can be learnt from, spread and built upon.  There is also interest in forming more specific 
action groups that can undertake work between full forum meetings. 
 
As the Forum moves forward, from a facilitation perspective, we would hope that it will become 
increasingly possible to have increasingly difficult conversations well.  Difficult conversations can be 
emotional (because we care) and involve vulnerability (because we have to be able to be honest 
about why we haven’t done certain things before).  They require a culture of safety and respect that 
builds up over time.  The Forum needs to be seen as a ‘work in progress’ that is evolving and building 
its capacity to do what needs to be done. 
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Appendix One : Agenda 
 
National Stakeholder Forum on Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

 
Dublin Castle, Dublin 2, 31st January 2019 

 
 

1. Introduction and welcome 

2. Presentation by Minister Bruton - Climate Action Plan /Call for SDG 

Champions 

3. Presentation on The National Strategy on Education for Sustainable 

Development in Ireland– Department of Education and Skills.   

click here for presentation    

4. Presentation by Fair Trade Ireland   click here for presentation  

5. Presentation–SDGs Belgium-  Voices Programme  click here for 

presentation  

6. Presentation by All Together in Dignity  click here for presentation  

7. Outline of proceedings and commencement of Breakout Rooms  

o SDG Champions 

o National Awareness Campaign 

o Work Programme for Forum 2019/20 

8. Feedback from Breakout Rooms -  

9.  AOB 

 
Information stalls were provided by All Together in Dignity, Coalition 2030, Community Wetlands 
Forum, Conscious Cup, ESRI, Global Citizenship School, The Ladder, The Renewable Gas Forum 
Ireland and Woodco Renewable Energy Ltd 
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Appendix Two : Graphic Harvest Images 
 
All the Graphic Harvest Images below were done in ‘real-time’ by Eimear McNally, 
http://www.eimearmcnally.com/  
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